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Introduction

Spherical tokamaks (STs) are a promising candidate for magnetic fusion, and their optimisation

with regards to turbulent transport is an active area of study. A novel optimisation approach

in conventional tokamaks is negative triangularity (“−δ ", in which the plasma is rounded on

the inboard, high-field side), with recent −δ experiments in TCV [1] and DIII-D [2] reporting

reduced turbulence.

However, −δ is known to be destabilising for ideal MHD ballooning modes (IBMs) (and

thus, presumably, kinetic ballooning modes (KBMs) ) by increasing the bad curvature region of

the plasma [3]. In particular, −δ reduces so-called “second stability access", which we define

as the value of magnetic shear ŝmin (where shear is defined ŝ ≡ ∂q/∂ψN , where q is the safety

factor and ψN ≡ ψ/ψLCFS the normalised poloidal flux function, where LCFS stands for “last

closed flux surface") for each flux surface below which the surface is IBM-stable for all values

of normalised pressure gradient α (α ≡ β · (1/p) · ∂ p/∂ψN). For ŝ > ŝmin, the equilibrium is

unstable over some range αcrit < α < α2nd; this is illustrated in Fig. 1. STs typically require

second stability access across the entire plasma [4], and this raises the question of whether −δ

is viable for commercial STs.

We address this question by studying IBM and KBM stability in three strongly shaped hypo-

thetical ST H-mode equilibria, constructed with a commercial reactor in mind. KBM stability is

studied using the local electromagnetic gyrokinetic code GS2 [5]. We also use the GS2 module

ideal_ball to investigate the stability of each surface to IBMs.

Equilibria selected

Some key properties of the equilibria [6] (generated by the fixed-boundary equilibrium code

SCENE [7]) are summarised in Table 1. The radial profile of q, density ne, electron tempera-

ture Te, elongation κ and triangularity δ are shown in Fig. 2. One equilibrium, which we call

“−ve tri", was given δLCFS =−0.3. The other two have δLCFS = 0.54, the key difference being

the on-axis safety factor q0; we refer to these as “high q0" and “low q0". Both are unstable

to external kink modes, though the “high q0" case is stabilised by a wall at rwall = 1.4rLCFS

where r denotes minor radius. The “low q0" case remains unstable to n = 1 external kink even

at rwall = rLCFS, and so is not a robust equilibrium from an MHD perspective.
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Figure 1: Illustration of typical IBM sta-

bility in ŝ−α space.
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Figure 2: flux surfaces and radial profiles of n, Te, q, κ , δ for the three

equilibria used in this study.

A R0 q0 qLCFS δLCFS κLCFS β βN IT (MA) BT 0 (T) V (m3) PH (MW) Pf us (MW)

“-ve tri" 1.67 2.50 2.58 4.50 −0.300 2.80 18.1% 4.21 16.5 1.93 310 60 514

“high q0" 1.67 2.50 2.71 8.97 0.543 2.80 18.6% 5.47 16.5 1.83 287 60 808

“low q0" 1.67 2.50 1.38 9.16 0.543 2.80 18.5% 5.50 16.5 1.83 288 60 839

Table 1: Key equilibria quantities: aspect ratio A, magnetic axis major radius R0, q on-axis and at LCFS, LCFS

triangularity elongation (δ ,κLCFS), plasma β & normalised β , toroidal current IT , on-axis toroidal field BT 0,

volume V , heating power PH and fusion power Pf us.
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Figure 3: “-ve tri" stability properties vs

ψN . Upper: (ŝ) & ŝmin. Middle: Equilibrium α ,

marginally IBM-stable α (αcrit ,α2nd). Lower: Gy-

rokinetic γ(ψN) for several kyρr (solid lines).

Dashed line indicates estimated Hahm-Burrel

shearing rate |ωHB|.

Gyrokinetic stability analysis

Our simulations include a kinetic electron species

and a single ion species with a mass of 2.5 times

the proton mass. Collisions are ignored in this

work; we note this omission has little effect for

kyρr <∼ 1 (where kyρr is the binormal wavenum-

ber normalised to the proton thermal gyroradius)

for ψN <∼ 0.9. Near the edge (ψN > 0.9), colli-

sionality becomes more important, and the strong

shaping challenges the calculation of GS2’s θ grid.

These edge results should be interpreted qualita-

tively, rather than quantitatively. We show results

for radial wavenumber kxρr = 0 only, which was

found to have the greatest growth rate γ for ψN <

0.9.

The results for “-ve tri" equilibrium are summarised in Fig. 3. Across the plasma second sta-
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Figure 4: Upper: ŝ, ŝmin for the +δ equilibria.

Lower: α , αcrit & α2nd for the “low q0" equilibrium.
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Figure 5: γ(ψN ,kyρr) for “high q0" (upper) and

“low q0" (lower). “-ve tri" (kyρr = 0.05) shown for

comparison (thin purple line). Dashed black line in-

dicates |ωHB|.

bility is closed (ŝ > 0 > ŝmin) and over the core, the plasma is IBM-unstable (αcrit < α < α2nd).

Gyrokinetic simulations show a long-wavelength instability, which we later identify as KBM.

This supports the picture that, where the plasma is IBM-unstable, long-wavelength KBMs are

the dominant instability. The KBM γ is larger than the estimated Hahm-Burrel shearing rate

|ωHB| [8] arising from diamagnetic flows, and γ is wide in kxρr. Thus, the KBM is unlikely to

be stabilised by flow shear in absence of externally driven rotation. Whether intrinsic rotation

could provide sufficient stabilisation remains an open question.

IBM stability for the +δ equilibria are summarised in Fig. 4. These have better IBM stability,

with ŝmin > 0 everywhere. “low q0" is unstable near the magnetic axis (ψN <∼ 0.5), but “high

q0" is IBM-stable across the plasma. Gyrokinetic results (shown in Fig. 5) show similar be-

haviour between “high q0" and “low q0" for ψN >∼ 0.5, with shorter-wavelength (kyρr ∼ 0.5)

instabilities dominant for θ0 = 0, peaking near the pedestal top. However, γ(ψN > 0.5) is very

narrow in kxρr, and hence highly susceptible to E×B shear stabilisation. γ(ψN) differs in the

core (ψN <∼ 0.5), with “low q0" being more unstable (consistent with differences in IBM sta-

bility). In the following section, we identify the long-wavelength instabilities as KBMs.

For both +δ equilibria, γ(ψN) is lower than for “−ve tri", unstable over a smaller range of

kyρr and of similar magnitude to |ωHB| over much of the plasma. This represents a dramatic

improvement in microstability, as a direct result of making the triangularity positive (confirmed

by performing Miller [9] parametrisations and varying each Miller parameter independently).

KBM identification

We identify the long-wavelength instability at the ψN = 0.5 surface for each equilibria as a

KBM as follows. We first verify that the instability tracks the IBM stability boundary in ŝ−α

space when ŝ and α are scanned using gyrokinetic simulations. For “−ve tri", the complex



frequency Ω = ω + iγ tracks the IBM boundary well, with γ high across the unstable region and

the frequency ω in the ion diamagnetic direction. In the +δ cases (shown in Fig. 6), Ω tracks

the IBM marginal stability boundary when viewed on a large scale (A, D) but smoothly crosses

the marginal boundary (B, C, E, F), remaining unstable down to ŝ = 0.

Figure 6: Gyrokinetic γ (A, B, D, E) and ω (C, F) as (ŝ,

α) scanned for “high q0" (A-C) and “low q0" (D-F) with

ψN = 0.5, kyρr = 0.05.

Additional properties, supporting the

conclusion that both the instability is KBM

for the three equilibria at ψN = 0.5 are: (i)

the mode has a low parallel electric field,

indicative of MHD-like modes [10] (in the

+δ cases this rises smoothly as one de-

parts from the IBM unstable region), (ii)

the mode amplitude is greatest in the bad

curvature region and (iii) has twisting par-

ity, (iv) the mode preferentially occurs at long wavelength and (v) the mode structure and Ω are

sensitive to α but not to kinetic gradients or plasma β individually.

Conclusion

We have studied three hypothetical ST equilibria. For all, α exceeds the first stable region for

IBMs; the plasma is either unstable or second stable. “−ve tri" has ŝmin < 0, and the plasma is

KBM-unstable across the core. This points to KBM-driven turbulent transport prohibiting −δ

in commercial STs. The +δ equilibria show better IBM stability; ŝmin > 0 across the plasma

and, provided q0 is not too low, the equilibrium is IBM-stable. Ion-scale microinstability γ are

also low, but there remains a weakly growing KBM. This could feasibly be stabilised by flow

shear or may impose a soft β limit on STs. Nonlinear simulations quantifying turbulent trans-

port arising from this would be an interesting area of future research.
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